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Robust fusion of colour and depth data for RGB-D target tracking using adaptive range-invariant depth models and spatio-temporal consistency constraints

Jingjing Xiao, Rustam Stolkin, Yuqing Gao, Aleš Leonardis

Abstract—This paper presents a novel robust method for single target tracking in RGB-D images, and also contributes a substantial new benchmark dataset for evaluating RGB-D trackers. While a target object’s colour distribution is reasonably motion-invariant, this is not true for the target’s depth distribution, which continually varies as the target moves relative to the camera. It is therefore non-trivial to design target models which can fully exploit (potentially very rich) depth information for target tracking. For this reason, much of the previous RGB-D literature relies on colour information for tracking, while exploiting depth information only for occlusion reasoning. In contrast, we propose an adaptive range-invariant target depth model, and show how both depth and colour information can be fully and adaptively fused during the search for the target in each new RGB-D image. We introduce a new, hierarchical, two-layered target model (comprising local and global models) which uses spatio-temporal consistency constraints to achieve stable and robust on-the-fly target relearning. In the global layer, multiple features, derived from both colour and depth data, are adaptively fused to find a candidate target region. In ambiguous frames, where one or more features disagree, this global candidate region is further decomposed into smaller local candidate regions for matching to local-layer models of small target parts. We also note that conventional use of depth data, for occlusion reasoning, can easily trigger false occlusion detections when the target moves rapidly towards the camera. To overcome this problem, we show how combining target information with contextual information enables the target’s depth constraint to be relaxed. Our adaptively relaxed depth constraints can robustly accommodate large and rapid target motion in the depth direction, while still enabling the use of depth data for highly accurate reasoning about occlusions. For evaluation, we introduce a new RGB-D benchmark dataset with per-frame annotated attributes and extensive bias analysis. Our tracker is evaluated using two different state-of-the-art methodologies, VOT [20] and OTB [45], and in both cases it significantly outperforms four other state-of-the-art RGB-D trackers from the literature.

Index Terms—RGB-D tracking, range-invariant depth models, clustered decision tree

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Visual object tracking remains a challenging research problem, due to background clutter, occlusions, fast or erratic target motion, illumination changes, target scale changes and target deformations. In recent years, a variety of powerful new RGB trackers have been proposed, which demonstrate strong performance on challenging benchmark datasets. Well known examples include KCF [13], LGT [41], CDT [47], DMT [19], and very recent work such as DST [46], and ECM [49]. To further improve tracking performance, recent work has tried to incorporate additional features [23], [50], [43], [11], with depth information attracting growing interest [34]. However, while a target’s RGB features are comparatively invariant to the target’s motion, the target’s depth information (by its very nature) will vary rapidly and significantly during target motion (especially motion towards or away from the camera). For this reason, many state-of-the-art RGB-D methods [7], [9], [28] rely mainly on RGB data for target tracking, and reserve depth information primarily for occlusion reasoning. However, in such methods, rapid target motion towards the camera can be easily mistaken for an occlusion, leading to tracking failure, Fig. 1. More details about the state-of-the-art trackers are provided in Sec. II.

Fig. 1. RGB-D tracking of a target which exhibits large motion in the depth direction. Top and bottom images are matching pairs of RGB and D images, respectively. Red, blue and green bounding boxes represent our proposed tracker and the state-of-the-art trackers DS-KCF [6] and PT [34], respectively. In frame 80, following a rapid target depth change, PT [34] falsely reports “occluded” status (bounding box disappears). In frame 159, DS-KCF [6] falsely reports “occluded” status, while PT [34] has completely failed by drifting (becoming fixated on background clutter). Our proposed method (red bounding box) tracks successfully throughout.

B. Our novel RGB-D tracker

We address the tracking problem by proposing a new method for adaptively combining both RGB and depth information in a robust way during tracking. We propose a new,
hierarchical, two-layered (global-template layer and local-parts layer) RGB-D tracker which adaptively fuses a variety of features, derived from both the RGB and depth images. This two-layered target model is continually relearned on-the-fly (i.e., continuous adaptation of the targets that change their appearance during tracking). Both temporal and spatial consistency constraints are used to ensure that this continuous target model relearning is robust and stable.

In the global layer, a memory encodes temporal information, i.e., a history of global-layer feature values in previous frames, and this tracking memory is used to evaluate the consistency of newly extracted features from a candidate target region in the current frame. If one feature undergoes large temporal variation (i.e., low consistency), then a smaller weight is assigned to that feature modality. Thus the tracker adaptively weights in favour of the best feature modalities, while fusing multiple features for global target estimation.

If ambiguity is detected, during an attempt to match the global target model to a candidate image region, then this candidate region is further subdivided into a set of local regions, for matching to target parts within the local-layer of the target model. For robust matching, each target part is associated with multiple feature modalities, generated from both RGB and depth data. The statistics of each feature, in both the target region and a non-target region locally surrounding the target (which we refer to as the “context” region), are used to continuously re-evaluate the discriminating power of each feature and re-weight all features accordingly at each frame.

We also exploit a spatial constraint of the target with respect to depth values in regions surrounding the target, to adaptively estimate the range interval occupied by the target, thereby enforcing spatial consistency. This spatial constraint encodes common-sense or “simple physics” knowledge that target parts cannot be located behind background regions or in front of occluding objects.

C. Our new benchmark RGB-D dataset

Despite the availability of several high quality benchmark datasets for RGB tracker evaluation [1], [21], [24], [44], those available for RGB-D tracker evaluation are far more limited. Although the RGB-D tracking dataset PTB [34] made significant contributions, providing an early and pioneering step towards RGB-D benchmarking, we observe that this dataset suffers from a number of problems.

Firstly, it contains many sequences where the RGB and depth image pairs are significantly un-synchronised, e.g., Fig. 2. Unsynchronized image pairs cause ambiguities in annotated ground-truth. For example, given an RGB image and a depth (D) image which do not correspond, how should the human annotator annotate? Should he or she annotate according to the location of the target region in the RGB image, or the contradicting target region in the depth image? Such ambiguity in annotation directly leads to ambiguity in performance evaluation of the RGB-D tracking algorithm being tested.

Secondly, over half the PTB dataset [34] is devoted to human pedestrian tracking, which can bias the results of evaluating generic target trackers. In contrast, most of the current state-of-the-art tracking literature is aimed at creating “anything-trackers”, i.e., the current state-of-the-art literature is not focused purely on pedestrian tracking, but addresses tracking of arbitrary objects with diverse sizes, shapes, appearances and motion behaviours.

Thirdly, the vast majority of benchmark videos in [34] are captured by a stationary camera. In contrast, the ability to handle camera motion is a major (and topical) visual tracking research challenge.

Fourthly, we notice that the dataset of [34] contains a very large number of videos, however many of these videos show very similar scenes, e.g., multiple videos of the same target object against the same background. Note that large numbers of videos are not a sufficient condition to ensure a bias-free dataset. Additionally, large numbers of videos result in extremely long and computationally intensive efforts when comparing and evaluating trackers. For example, repeatedly running several different trackers (especially with repeat runs to test various different parameter values, various degrees of initialisation error or other factors), can take many days or even weeks of computer run-time. In contrast, bias can be dramatically reduced by carefully selecting a smaller number of more diverse videos, resulting in improved performance evaluation, with the additional benefit of lower computational cost during performance evaluation.

While acknowledging the important and pioneering contribution of PTB [34], due to the above-mentioned issues we found it necessary to build a new RGB-D benchmark dataset, with correctly synchronised RGB and D channels, to evaluate our proposed RGB-D tracker in a consistent and unbiased way. We constructed our new RGB-D benchmark dataset with extensive bias analysis, and comparable size to the well-known and state-of-the-art benchmark RGB tracking dataset of the VOT challenge [1] (associated with the vision conferences ICCV/ECCV each year). Our RGB-D dataset comprises 36 video sequences, with each scene captured by both stationary and moving cameras. This is important, in order to distinguish whether tracking failures result from camera motion or from some other scene attribute (e.g., occlusion, clutter, or motion of the target object itself).

For every frame, in every video, we provide two categories of attribute annotation: binary and statistical. Three different binary (“yes” or “no”) attributes were provided by human annotators (e.g., “Is this scene camouflaged, yes or no?”). Meanwhile seven different objective statistical attributes were also calculated: i.e., given human-annotated ground-truth bounding boxes for the target position in each frame, we objectively computed seven different statistical attributes, such as “degree of illumination variation” of the target image region during the video sequence. All of these attributes have been per-frame annotated to: i) ensure unbiased dataset construction; ii) aid functional understanding and explanations (e.g., “Is this tracker good or poor at handling occlusions?”); iii) assist end-users in choosing parameter values for RGB-D tracking algorithms, e.g., providing a dataset that can be used to help choose the best parameters for RGB-D tracking in a particular industrial or other practical application where a particular kind
of tracking attribute may be expected. Note that this per-frame annotation is very important, because most attributes (e.g., occlusion) only last for a small part of each video sequence, hence per-sequence annotation of such attributes (common in many datasets) is inadequate for fully analysing and understanding the performance of tracking algorithms with respect to different attributes.

We have evaluated our proposed RGB-D tracker using two different state-of-the-art evaluation methodologies: VOT [1] (re-initializes trackers after failures) and OTB [44] (without re-initialization). The results suggest that our proposed tracker significantly outperforms several other state-of-the-art RGB-D trackers [34], [6], [28] according to both evaluation methodologies.

D. Contributions and layout of this paper

The main contributions of this paper are: i) we introduce a new RGB-D tracking algorithm, which significantly outperforms several other state-of-the-art RGB-D trackers; ii) we introduce a substantial new benchmark RGB-D dataset (which is fully publicly available).

Our proposed tracker itself contains a variety of novel contributions: i) unlike many previous RGB-D trackers, we directly fuse RGB and depth information during matching of the target model to candidate image regions; ii) we continuously relearn the saliency of both depth and RGB features on-the-fly, and show how this can be accomplished using a new data fusion paradigm, by extending the concept of Clustered Decision Trees [47] which we previously developed for RGB tracking; iii) we show how both spatial and temporal consistency can be used in novel ways, to constrain the continuous relearning of targets which change their appearance, ensuring that such continuous model re-learning is stable and robust; iv) we show how common-sense or “simple physics” knowledge can be encoded in the form of a spatial constraint on the target’s position with respect to both the background scene and occluding foreground clutter. This spatial constraint enables us to relax the motion constraints in the depth direction (very tightly constrained in most other RGB-D work), enabling us to handle large and rapid motions of the target in the depth direction, while simultaneously achieving very accurate occlusion reasoning.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Related work is discussed in Sec. II. The proposed RGB-D tracker is described in Sec. III. Sec. IV presents our benchmark dataset. Sec. V presents experimental results. Sec. VI provides concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews recent work on both tracking algorithms and benchmark datasets.

A. Target representations for visual tracking

The choice of target representation is critical to tracking [16], with two main streams of research: global template trackers, e.g., [25], [27], [46]; and part-based trackers, e.g., [17], [31], [22]. Global representations reflect overall feature statistics of the target, simply and efficiently. However, global models can fail during significant target deformations or partial occlusions. In contrast, part-based methods can handle such problems more flexibly, albeit at an increased computational cost. Moreover, local parts can easily be distracted by cluttered scenes, causing part-based trackers to drift or fixate on target-like elements of background clutter. Furthermore, complex geometric constraints, from the relative motions of target parts, pose significant additional challenges.

Zhong et al. [52] and Cehovin et al. [41] proposed trackers which combined both global templates and local parts, and also combined information from multiple types of features. However, both methods fused multiple features in a homogeneous way, by simply multiplying the likelihoods of each feature to obtain an overall matching score. For such trackers, one poorly performing (e.g., camouflaged) feature can yield an erroneously high (or low) likelihood, which can destroy tracking performance if it is combined with the likelihoods of other features via a simple product rule. Therefore, it is essential to continuously re-evaluate the consistency and discriminative ability of each feature online (i.e., at each new frame), before performing adaptive feature fusion in an informed manner to achieve robust tracking.

B. Adaptive fusion of multiple feature modalities

Early work on continuously adaptive re-learning of the saliency of features, during online tracking of camouflaged targets against changing background scenes, was proposed in [35] for RGB images. Later work by Hong et al. [14] learned a discriminative metric that adaptively computed the importance of different features. Hu et al. [15] proposed a tracker which introduced a sparse weight constraint to dynamically select the relevant templates and a variance ratio measure to adaptively adjust the weights of different features. Possegger et al. [32] also proposed a distractor-aware target model to select salient colours in single target tracking. A unified model to select the best matching metric (attribution selection) and the most
stable sub-region of the target (spatial selection) for tracking was proposed in [18]. Our recent works, including [38], [48], [47], explored other methods for adaptive online re-weighting of feature saliency for robust tracking. In particular, this paper shows how our recent work, on Clustered Decision Trees [47] for adaptive RGB tracking, can be extended to provide a framework for efficiently and adaptively combining RGB and depth information to achieve robust RGB-D tracking.

C. Combining colour data with depth information

Recent works [9], [7] attempted to exploit depth information for tracking. However, these methods relied on RGB data for estimating the target’s position in each 2D RGB image, while using depth information solely for reasoning about occlusions. A problem with such methods is that the target itself can easily become mislabelled as an occluding object, if it moves rapidly towards the camera. [29] proposed an RGB-D tracker using motion, colour appearance and HOG features where the corresponding likelihoods are simply multiplied together. The method can effectively track the pedestrians within groups, however, the assumption of a static camera limits its application scenarios. [26] proposed a boosting approach using three types of RGB-D features, i.e., Haar-like features, colour-based HOG and depth-based HOG features. However, the work is specifically targeted at pedestrian tracking, and not at tracking arbitrary targets which is one of our main objectives.

A sophisticated RGB-D tracking work was carried out by Song et al. [34]. They proposed several different RGB-D trackers, using both 2D and 3D models, to evaluate the extent to which the addition of depth information could improve overall tracking performance. In [34], the best tracking performance was achieved by using an RGB-D HOG feature detector and a point cloud feature detector. The detection results of each feature were summed, and then adjusted using a 3D iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm for refining the final estimate of the target position. [34] also proposed that occlusions could be detected when the target region depth histogram develops a newly rising peak with a smaller depth value than the target. However, this heuristic only works when the target estimation is highly accurate and the depth information is relatively stable, which is not the case in situations where the target moves rapidly towards the camera.

[6] applied kernel correlation filters in RGB and depth maps respectively, where sudden changes in depth values were used to infer occlusion situations. However, this global tracker has difficulty handling significant target deformations (see the above discussion about the difficulties of global target models for such circumstances). In [12], the authors further enhanced the work of [6] by handling the shape deformations using the estimated target depth distribution and a segmentation mask. However, both trackers rely solely on depth data for occlusion reasoning, which can cause failures, as shown in Fig. 1. Meshgia et al. [28] proposed an “occlusion aware” particle filter to handle complex and persistent occlusions. However, this tracker uses a tightly constrained, pre-defined depth threshold. It therefore has difficulty tracking targets which exhibit large ranges of motion in the depth direction.

Bibi et al. [5] proposed 3D part-based tracker with automatic synchronization and registration. However, they judge the occlusion in terms of the thresholds computed in the first frame without updating, which fails in cases of significant and fast inwards/outwards movements.

Unlike the above-mentioned works [34], [6], [51], [28], our tracker fuses both RGB and depth data during all aspects of tracking, and does not reserve depth data merely for occlusion reasoning. Specifically, we: i) extend our RGB tracker [47] to combine both RGB and depth data in a two-layered model with Clustered Decision Trees; ii) exploit both temporal and spatial consistency constraints to adaptively fuse RGB-D features; and iii) propose a spatial constraint on the target’s position with respect to the depth context, which enables relaxation of motion constraints in the depth direction while still maintaining robust reasoning about occlusions.

Note that this work is not merely an incremental extension of our previous CVPR paper [47], on RGB tracking using Clustered Decision Trees, to also handle depth data. Unlike the target model and matching scheme proposed in [47], this paper presents a new model which: i) fuses multiple features within the top layer (in contrast, our previous method [47] required a separate layer for each feature); ii) achieves greater computational efficiency by being hierarchical, in that it uses only the global target model during unambiguous (high confidence) situations, but automatically triggers the use of the local-parts layer if ambiguity is detected in the global layer; iii) introduces a new method for robustly matching target models to candidate image regions, by combining the likelihoods of local-parts, the global-model, and contextual information in a cross-constrained paradigm; iv) proposes a spatial constraint of the target with respect to other objects in the depth context, to adaptively estimate the range interval occupied by the target, enabling continuous on-the-fly relearning of a range-invariant target depth model.

D. Performance evaluation methodologies and benchmarks for target tracking

For performance evaluation and comparisons of visual tracking algorithms, a variety of benchmark ground-truthed video datasets have been created. Perhaps the earliest published work on creating fully ground-truthed visual tracking benchmark datasets was that of [36], [37], which generated videos in various kinds of good and poor visibility conditions (variable lighting, smoke/fog etc.), for which ground-truth 3D poses of tracked objects (rigid bodies) relative to the camera were measured for every frame. More modern and better known tracking benchmark datasets include ALOV++ [33], OTB [45], NUS-PRO [24] for RGB tracking, and PTB [34] for RGB-D tracking. However, a common problem of the above datasets is that they either lack attributes annotation entirely, or their attributes are only per-sequence annotated rather than per-frame annotated, and all annotations are assigned based on the intuition of human annotators. This makes it difficult to accurately categorise a tracker’s performance with respect to different attributes or tracking conditions. For example, per-sequence annotated attributes (e.g., “occlusion”) do not last
III. PROPOSED RGB-D TRACKER

Our proposed RGB-D tracker represents the target as a two-layer model, comprising a “global” layer representing the overall target object, and a “local” layer which represents the target as a collection of smaller target parts. At each new frame, our tracker begins by propagating the target’s bounding box to multiple candidate target regions in the new frame, and then using the global layer of the target model to provide an initial evaluation of the likelihood of each such candidate target location. Likelihoods are evaluated by combining the opinions of multiple features. The weights of each feature’s opinion are adaptively re-weighted on-the-fly, by continuously relearning models of the temporal consistency of each feature.

If these initial likelihood evaluations, at the global layer, are deemed “ambiguous” (defined later), then the tracker progresses to the local layer, which attempts to match smaller parts of the target to smaller sub-regions within each candidate bounding box. At each frame, the tracker continually re-evaluates the saliency of each target part by comparing feature statistics of the candidate target region and a local image region surrounding the target (which we refer to as the “context” region), illustrated in Fig. 3.

The following sections describe: global tracking based on temporal consistency, in Sec. III-A; and part-based tracking with spatial context constraint, in Sec. III-B.

A. Global target tracking by exploiting temporal consistency

The tracker first propagates a set of samples, to find candidate target regions in both RGB and depth images. Each such candidate region is then evaluated, by both colour and depth-based features, in order to select the most likely candidate region. In this sense, “likely” candidates are those that yield a high matching score with the global target model, for the respective features.

Different features may agree or disagree about the best candidate target locations, and the amount of disagreement may vary. In “unambiguous” situations (where all features are in strong agreement as to the target location), overall target localisation can be rapidly and cheaply resolved within the global layer of the tracker. In contrast, in “ambiguous” situations (where different features disagree within the global layer), our tracker then invokes its local layer, to seek finer matching at the scale of smaller target parts.

Note that, even in ambiguous situations which are resolved at the global layer, the fusion of multiple features to determine an overall target location remains non-trivial. Even in these “unambiguous” situations, we robustly fuse the opinions of each feature modality in an adaptive manner, by continuously relearning regression models of each feature’s temporal consistency.

1) Global-layer features: In the global layer, tracking is based on the kernelised correlation filter (KCF) which measures the similarity between the image template and the image candidate region to produce the correlation peaks for the target regions while low response for the background [13]. Correlation filters take advantage of the fact that the correlation operations of two image regions could be conducted by element-wise multiplications using Discrete Fourier Transform, and have proved to be competitively efficient at hundreds of frames-per-second. Therefore, we propose to use individual features in RGB and depth images separately in kernelised correlation filter to find the target position in the global layer. In RGB images, we extract colour attributes [40] defined as linguistic colour labels with eleven basic colour terms, which have been shown to perform well in object detection, tracking and recognition [10]. In depth images, we use depth-HOG as the global depth feature. We denote the target estimate, found by colour KCF at the $k^{th}$ frame, as $b_{rgb,k}$, with its corresponding likelihood being $p(b_{rgb,k})$. Similarly, we denote the target estimate, found by depth KCF at the $k^{th}$ frame, as $b_{d,k}$ with likelihood $p(b_{d,k})$. 

![Fig. 3. A diagram depicting the proposed method. In the global layer, the algorithm utilises two different features, i.e., RGB and depth, to provide candidate target positions. When the positions provided by the global layer are ambiguous, the tracker progresses to the local layer, matching smaller parts of the target to the smaller sub-regions within each candidate’s bounding box. In the local layer, the red bounding box indicates the target region $O$, as estimated by the global layer, and the region between the red bounding box and the yellow bounding box indicates context $C$.](image)
2) **Ambiguous and unambiguous tracking situations:** Based on the estimated target bounding boxes, \( b_{rgb,k} \) and \( b_{d,k} \), we distinguish two different tracking situations: “ambiguous” and “unambiguous”. A high overlap ratio between the set of pixels \( S(b_{rgb,k}) \) and \( S(b_{d,k}) \) in the two bounding boxes indicates an unambiguous tracking situation [42], whereas a low overlap ratio indicates an ambiguous situation. Specifically, the situation is unambiguous if:

\[
S(b_{rgb,k}) \cap S(b_{d,k}) > \lambda_\Delta \mathcal{O}
\]  

(1)

where \( \mathcal{O} \) is the magnitude of the target’s image region (i.e., target bounding box size), and \( \lambda_\Delta \) is a threshold for determining ambiguity between \( b_{rgb,k} \) and \( b_{d,k} \). In practice we find that a value of \( \lambda_\Delta = 0.9 \) works well to avoid the tracker failing by drifting. This value of \( \lambda_\Delta \) is informed by our observation that global trackers tend to begin failing when the amount of overlap between the true and estimated target regions falls below \( \lambda_\Delta = 0.9 \).

3) **Online learning of likelihood regression models for each feature:** In unambiguous situations, the likelihoods of each feature, \( p(b_{rgb,k}) \) and \( p(b_{d,k}) \), are used to update regression models. These likelihood regression models can then be used to compute a “temporal consistency measure” for each feature. These temporal consistencies can then be used to robustly (i.e., adaptively) fuse the opinions of both the colour and depth features in order to decide on an overall estimate of the target’s location in the current frame.

The temporal history of a feature’s matching scores in unambiguous frames is denoted as \( F_{rgb} = \{ f_{rgb,1}, \ldots, f_{rgb,k-1} \} \). Since the tracking scenario can change dramatically, the data in the early frames might be outdated and not suitable for model estimation. Therefore, to better predict the changes of the features, we use the data in the latest five frames where linear regression is sufficiently good to fit the data. Those data is used to continuously re-learn a linear regression model \( \hat{f}_{rgb,k} = \alpha k + \alpha_0 \), i.e., \( \alpha \) and \( \alpha_0 \) are continuously relearned online. During ambiguous situations, training of the regression model is temporarily switched off to prevent erroneous model re-learning.

4) **Global layer matching procedure:** We first describe the matching procedure in the RGB image and denote its matching score as \( f_{rgb,k} = p(b_{rgb,k}) \). The difference between the feature matching score in the current frame \( f_{rgb,k} \) and a predicted score \( \hat{f}_{rgb,k} \) from the regression model, is used to measure temporal consistency. Feature weights are assigned by Eq. 2 where a feature with higher consistency score will be assigned a higher weight.

\[
p(f_{rgb,k}|F_{rgb}) = \exp(-|f_{rgb,k} - \hat{f}_{rgb,k}|)
\]

(2)

In depth images, \( p(f_{d,k}|F_d) \) is obtained in a similar way. The final weights for fusion are computed by considering the temporal consistency of both RGB and depth features:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{p}(b_{rgb,k}) &= \frac{p(f_{rgb,k}|F_{rgb})}{p(f_{rgb,k}|F_{rgb}) + p(f_{d,k}|F_d)}, \\
\hat{p}(b_{d,k}) &= \frac{p(f_{d,k}|F_{rgb})}{p(f_{rgb,k}|F_{rgb}) + p(f_{d,k}|F_d)}, \\
\text{if } & S(b_{rgb,k}) \cap S(b_{d,k}) > \lambda_\Delta \mathcal{O}
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

where \( \lambda_\Delta \) is a scale factor. If the matching likelihood \( p(i,j) \), between part \( i \) and the best candidate \( \hat{j} \), falls below the (continuously relearned) threshold \( \lambda_{rgb} p(f_{rgb,k}|F_{rgb}) \), then that target part is flagged as being occluded.

Note that much of the RGB tracking literature, e.g., [30], [47], used a simple heuristic for detecting occlusions: an occlusion is flagged whenever the target matching likelihood

5) **Target position estimation:** The final target position estimate \( b_k \) for the global layer can now be conveniently obtained as a weighted linear combination of \( b_{rgb,k} \) and \( b_{d,k} \):

\[
b_k = \hat{p}(b_{rgb,k}) b_{rgb,k} + \hat{p}(b_{d,k}) b_{d,k}
\]

(4)

Large differences between \( b_{rgb,k} \) and \( b_{d,k} \) indicate ambiguous situations, where at least one feature is likely erroneous.

B. **Local tracking of target parts by exploiting spatial context**

If an “ambiguous” situation is detected by the tracker’s global layer, then the algorithm will progress to the local layer for more accurate tracking. The target’s bounding box region \( \mathcal{O} \) (roughly estimated by the tracker’s global layer) is first enlarged to include a context region \( \mathcal{C} \), which is a ring-shaped region surrounding the target bounding box region, as shown in Fig. 3. This gives a total search region:

\[
\Omega = \mathcal{O} \cup \mathcal{C}
\]

(5)

where \( \mathcal{O} \) is a region of the image which we will search, to try and find matches to small parts of the target. To do this, the search region \( \Omega \) is broken down into many small candidate image sub-regions \( \mathcal{R} \). Matching of the local layer of the target model is then a problem of finding a candidate sub-region \( \mathcal{R}(j) \) which best matches a target part \( i \), for all parts.

Note: in contrast to many other part-based methods, which use a simple square grid to break down search regions into small candidate parts regions, we instead do this by using the super-pixel segmentation method of [3]. Super-pixels are strong candidates for matching to target parts, because each super-pixel is relatively homogeneous. In contrast, random or grid breakdowns of images into sub-regions, are more likely to result in a single target part being divided between two such sub-regions, which then leads to parts-level matching errors.

1) **Three matching metrics for target parts:** To match target parts to local image regions, we use three different matching metrics which take into account: local target parts information; global target information; and contextual information (i.e., information from the image region surrounding the expected target location).

**Local colour based likelihood** of target part \( i \) is defined as the similarity between the part’s colour histogram \( c_i \) and the colour histogram \( c'_i \) of a local candidate image region \( \mathcal{R}(j) \). To match the \( i^{th} \) target part, local candidate regions \( \mathcal{R}(j) \) are searched to find the best-matching region:

\[
\hat{j} = \arg \max_{j} p(i,j) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad p(i,j) > \lambda_{rgb} p(f_{rgb,k}|F_{rgb})
\]

(6)

where \( \hat{j} \) denotes the best match out of local image regions \( \mathcal{R}(j) \); \( p(i,j) \) represents the local colour likelihood; \( B(\cdot) \) is the Bhattacharaya similarity metric [4]; \( \lambda_{rgb} \) is a scale factor. If the matching likelihood \( p(i,j) \), between part \( i \) and the best candidate \( \hat{j} \), falls below the (continuously relearned) threshold \( \lambda_{rgb} p(f_{rgb,k}|F_{rgb}) \), then that target part is flagged as being occluded.

Note that much of the RGB tracking literature, e.g., [30], [47], used a simple heuristic for detecting occlusions: an occlusion is flagged whenever the target matching likelihood
and background depth constraints from depth histograms of both target and context separately. Fig. 4.

We first seek a depth interval in which the target might be located at the current frame \( k \). [6], [34] computed this depth interval solely from the observed target depth histogram in frame \( k − 1 \), which tightly constrains the target, Fig. 4, to lie between target foreground and background constraints \( D_{F,k−1} \) and \( D_{B,k−1} \). Unfortunately, using the range interval of frame \( k − 1 \) to estimate occlusions in frame \( k \), will fail when the target undergoes rapid motion in the depth direction, Fig. 1. Instead, we propose a spatial constraint on the target pose with respect to depth clutter, which allows us to relax the constraints of \( (D_{F,k−1} \text{ and } D_{T,k−1}) \), enabling the proposed tracker to robustly handle large target depth variations.

![Target depth histogram](image)

**Fig. 4.** Depth histogram. \( D_{F,k−1} \) and \( D_{B,k−1} \) represent foreground and background target constraints respectively. Computed from the target depth histogram. Constraints \( D_{C,k−1} \) and \( D_{C,k−1} \) are computed from the contextual depth histogram.

We denote the observed target and contextual depth histograms at the \( k − 1 \)th frame as \( h_{d,k−1}^T \) and \( h_{d,k−1}^C \) respectively. Between constraints \( D_{T,k−1} \) and \( D_{B,k−1} \) of the target’s depth histogram, is a narrow interval which we hope should contain a large proportion of target pixels. Between the context histogram constraints, \( D_{C,k−1} \) and \( D_{C,k−1} \), is a (typically) much larger interval which we hope contains a comparatively small proportion of target pixels. We define information loss (proportion of pixels missing from a depth interval) as:

\[
L_{d,k−1}^T = 1 − \frac{\sum_{b_d = D_{T,k−1}} \sum_{b_d = D_{T,k−1}} h_{d,k−1}^T(b_d)}{\sum_{b_d = D_{T,k−1}} h_{d,k−1}^T(b_d)}
\]

\[
L_{d,k−1}^C = 1 − \frac{\sum_{b_d = D_{C,k−1}} \sum_{b_d = D_{C,k−1}} h_{d,k−1}^C(b_d)}{\sum_{b_d = D_{C,k−1}} h_{d,k−1}^C(b_d)}
\]

where \( L_{d,k−1}^T \) and \( L_{d,k−1}^C \) denote information loss for depth intervals obtained from the target \( h_{d,k−1}^T \) and contextual \( h_{d,k−1}^C \) depth histograms respectively, where \( b_d \) denotes a bin of a depth histogram.

We seek an optimal depth constraint interval, which will minimize target information loss, while maximizing contextual information loss, computed by:

\[
\arg \min_{(D_{F,k−1}, D_{T,k−1})} \begin{cases}
L_{d,k−1}^T & \text{ s.t. } L_{d,k−1}^T < \lambda_d,
D_{T,k−1}^F & \text{ s.t. } D_{T,k−1}^F > \lambda_d,
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\arg \max_{(D_{C,k−1}, D_{C,k−1})} \begin{cases}
L_{d,k−1}^C & \text{ s.t. } L_{d,k−1}^C > 1 − \lambda_d,
D_{C,k}^F & \text{ s.t. } D_{C,k}^F > \lambda_d.
\end{cases}
\]
where \( D_{A,k-1}^{f} = D_{b,k}^{f} - D_{c,k}^{f} \) and \( D_{A,k-1}^{b} = D_{b,k-1}^{b} - D_{c,k-1}^{b} \). \( \lambda_d \) is a threshold parameter to ensure that the target depth interval contains sufficient pixels. Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 constitute a multi-objective optimization problem which we solve by combinatorial search, to yield an adaptive depth interval:

\[
D_{A,k-1}^{f} = \frac{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{T}_{d,k}(x)} (H(D_{A,k-1}^{b} - D_{c,k-1}^{b}) - D_{A,k-1}^{b})}{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{T}_{d,k}(x)} H(D_{A,k-1}^{b} - D_{c,k-1}^{b})} \quad \text{s.t.} \quad D_{T,k}^{f} > D_{C,k}^{f} \rightarrow D_{A,k-1}^{b} = \frac{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{T}_{d,k}(x)} (H(D_{A,k-1}^{b} - D_{c,k-1}^{b}) - D_{A,k-1}^{b})}{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{T}_{d,k}(x)} H(D_{A,k-1}^{b} - D_{c,k-1}^{b})} \quad \text{s.t.} \quad D_{T,k}^{f} > D_{C,k}^{f} \rightarrow D_{A,k-1}^{b} = \frac{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{T}_{d,k}(x)} (H(D_{A,k-1}^{b} - D_{c,k-1}^{b}) - D_{A,k-1}^{b})}{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{T}_{d,k}(x)} H(D_{A,k-1}^{b} - D_{c,k-1}^{b})} \quad (13)
\]

where \( H \) is the Heaviside step function. This ensures that, even if the context-based depth interval locates completely on one side of the target-based depth interval, both constraints can still be combined to generate an overall adaptive depth interval, defined by \( D_{A,k-1}^{f} \) and \( D_{A,k-1}^{b} \). This adaptive depth interval achieves robustness by encoding common-sense physical knowledge, that targets cannot recede behind background objects, and also cannot approach closer to the camera than occluding objects. If these common-sense conditions are not met \((D_{T,k}^{f} < D_{C,k}^{f} \rightarrow D_{A,k-1}^{f} \leq D_{C,k}^{f} - 1)\) then an ambiguity situation in the depth modality is detected and the corresponding constraint becomes invalid.

In frame \( k \), we regard any global layer RGB-D pixels (those inside the 2D image bounding box), which also lie within the adaptive depth interval, as belonging to the target. The mean depth \( \bar{D}_{k} \) of those target pixels is now used to position-shift the target depth histogram to the new expected target position:

\[
\hat{h}_{d,k}^{f}(b_{d}^{f}) = h_{d,k-1}^{f}(b_{d}^{f}) + \bar{D}_{k} - D_{k-1}
\]

where \( h_{d,k-1}^{f} \) is the target depth histogram observed at frame \( k - 1 \). \( b_{d}^{f} \) is the \( b \)-th bin in the depth histogram, corresponding to pixel \( x \) in image \( \mathcal{T}_{d,k} \). \( \bar{D}_{k-1} \) is the mean depth of target pixels at frame \( k - 1 \).

Note that a conventional target depth histogram cannot be used for tracking (e.g., in the same way as a colour histogram), because it is not a motion-invariant target feature. By position-shifting with respect to expected target motion, we have effectively created a range-invariant target depth histogram, \( h_{d,k}^{f}(b_{d}^{f}) \), which we can then use for tracking by generating likelihoods for target parts.

Next, the position-shifted target depth histogram in Eq. 14 and the contextual depth histogram \( h_{d,k-1}^{c} \) are used in a similar way as the target and context colour histograms are used in Eq. 7 and Eq. 9, to compute a global depth-based likelihood \( p_{d}(i,j) \) which can be used for matching a candidate image sub-region \( \mathcal{R}(j) \) to a target part \( i \) according to the criterion:

\[
\hat{j} = \arg\max_{j} \sum_{x \in \mathcal{R}(j)} p(x|i,C,b_{d}^{f}) \\
\text{s.t.} \quad D_{A,k-1}^{f} < \sum_{x \in \mathcal{R}(j)} h_{d,k}^{f}(x) / \sum_{x \in \mathcal{R}(j)} h_{d,k}^{c} < D_{A,k-1}^{b}
\]

(15)

2) Matching of a target part to a candidate image region:

Our tracker applies the three matching metrics (local colour, global colour and depth likelihoods, Eq. 6, Eq. 9 and Eq. 15) to three levels of a Clustered Decision Tree. We previously proposed the concept of Clustered Decision Trees, in our CVPR’15 paper [47], as a method for robust, but computationally efficient, matching of target parts \( i \) to local image regions \( j \). The Clustered Decision Tree initially attempts to match a part using a single feature (first level on the tree), and then progresses to additional features (deeper levels of the tree), if the initial feature (first level) yields several possible candidate image regions (a “cluster” of regions) which share similar likelihoods to the best candidate \( j_{best} \):

\[
C_{m,k}(j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } |p_{m,k} - p_{m,k}^{best}| \leq \sigma_{m,k} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(16)

where \( p_{m,k} \) is the likelihood of candidate local region \( j \) computed by matching metric \( m \) and \( \sigma_{m,k} \) is the corresponding standard deviation. \( C_{m,k}(j) \) denotes whether or not region \( j \) is added to the cluster. For each target part, if the matching likelihood of any region \( j \) is sufficiently close to that of the best matching region \( j_{best} \), then \( C_{m,k}(j) \) is set to 1, and region \( j \) is clustered with region \( j_{best} \). \( C_{m,k}(j) = 1 \) indicates that the current level of the decision tree (corresponding to use of a particular feature) has failed to confidently match the target part to a unique image region.

The tree then progresses to its next level (using an additional feature), to try and disambiguate candidate regions that remain clustered. When the target part finds a unique matching candidate region \( \sigma_{m,k} \) becomes zero), then the clustered decision tree algorithm terminates. If no successful matching region can be found, then that target part is regarded as occluded. The final target position is computed from the distribution of all matched local parts. Each local part, associated with a clustered decision tree, also contributes to a strong classifier for occlusion reasoning, by computing the ratio of matched local parts:

\[
\forall_{k} = N_{matched,k}/N_{all}
\]

(17)

where \( N_{matched,k} \) is the number of matched local parts and \( N_{all} \) is the number of all target parts. \( \forall_{k} \) can then be used as a “visibility” metric. When \( \forall_{k} \) becomes zero, then the target is considered to be fully occluded and its status will remain the same without updating. In the next frame, the algorithm will search for the target following the aforementioned procedure.

C. Model updating

It is crucial to update the target model to accommodate appearance changes, learn newly appearing information, and delete old information. Our proposed tracker does this via two mechanisms: adapting the old local and global layer target models - as described earlier in section III of this paper; and adding new models of new local layer target parts derived from super-pixels, using the mechanism explained in our previous RGB tracking work [47].

IV. BENCHMARK DATASET

Due to the limitations of currently available RGB-D benchmarks (see discussion in Sec. I), we have created a new dataset to evaluate our proposed method. Our dataset comprises 36 video sequences with an average of 300 frames per sequence,
and maximum sequence length of 700 frames. Some example scenes from the dataset are shown in Fig. 5.

A. Dataset construction

1) Hardware set-up: For depth images, Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion are similarly accurate for close ranges up to 3.5m. However, Kinect is relatively bulky (12” x 3” x 2.5”) and heavy (3.0 lb), and it requires an additional AC-DC power supply. In contrast, Asus Xtion is more compact (7” x 2” x 1.5”) and lighter (0.5 lb) and does not need an additional power supply. This makes Asus Xtion more convenient for our dataset construction. Therefore, two ASUS Xtion RGB-D sensors were used to simultaneously record each scene. Since motion of the RGB-D camera often causes significant depth variation, video sequences recorded by moving RGB-D cameras engender greater tracking challenges, as compared to sequences recorded by stationary cameras. Therefore, for each scene, one sensor was fixed and the other sensor was moved continuously, along arbitrary trajectories, to evaluate the performance of trackers under conditions of arbitrary camera motion. Most sequences were recorded indoors with target depth ranging from 0.5 to 8 meters. To ensure the diversity of the scenes, and to investigate extreme tracking circumstances [2], some outdoor scenes were collected during the night. Even with the OpenNI2 synchronous function, RGB images and depth images are not always well synchronised, similar to problems observed in the pioneering dataset of PTB [34]. Therefore, time stamps were used to drop asynchronous image pairs.

2) Bounding box annotation: Human annotators were asked to manually select the minimum size of bounding box which fully contains the target object. Because our dataset is specifically designed for testing target tracking algorithms (not for testing object detection algorithms), the target objects were always fully or partially visible in every frame. In the case of partial occlusion, annotators were instructed to ensure that the ground-truth bounding box covers both the visible and the (human-estimated) occluded region of the target object in every frame, as recommended by the VOT tracking challenge organisers [1].

3) Attributes annotation: “Attributes” define various challenging factors of tracking, and can provide a qualitative or functional interpretation of the characteristics of each sequence. To thoroughly analyse the dataset bias, we provide two categories of attributes annotations for each frame: binary and statistical, shown in Tab. I. The former are decided by human annotators and include background colour camouflage (BCC), background shape camouflage (BSC) and partial occlusion (PO). The latter are computed objectively from the statistical properties of features within the annotated ground-truth bounding boxes, including illumination variation (IV), depth variation (DV), scale variation (SV), colour distribution variation (CDV), depth distribution variation (DDV), surrounding depth clutter (SDC), and surrounding colour clutter (SCC).

![Image](image-url)

Fig. 5. The constructed RGB-D tracking dataset with 36 video sequences. The first, third, and fifth row depict the captured scenes in RGB images, and the second, fourth, and sixth row show the corresponding depth images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attr.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Annotation method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Illumination variation – RGB intensity change of all pixels inside the bounding box (mean value).</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>Depth variation – depth change of all pixels inside the bounding box (mean value).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>Scale variation – scale change of the bounding box (relatively ratio).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDV</td>
<td>Color distribution variation – RGB distribution change of the bounding box.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDV</td>
<td>Depth distribution variation – depth distribution change of the bounding box.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDC</td>
<td>Surrounding depth clutter – depth similarity between the target and ring-shaped contextual region (mean value).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Surrounding color clutter – RGB intensity similarity between the target and ring-shaped contextual region (mean value).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>Background color camouflages – if the object in the background shares the similar color as the target (binary value).</td>
<td>HA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSC</td>
<td>Background shape camouflages – if the object in the background shares the similar shape as the target (binary value).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Partial occlusion – if the target is partially occluded (binary value).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Bias analysis

1) Tracking performance limits: To evaluate bias in the dataset [39], we first compute upper-limits and lower-limits that a tracker could achieve in each sequence, represented by overlap ratio between the bounding boxes of the tracker and the ground truth.

Upper-limits (green column heights in Fig. 6) represent ideal tracking performance (perfect match to ground truth). Since some tracking methods are not designed with scale adaptation, another upper-limit (red column heights in Fig 6) is computed for a tracker which matches the true target centroid position but with the initialized (first-frame) target scale.

---

1We released the code of our tracker, as well as the complete benchmark video dataset, on our web pages.
**Lower-limits** (blue columns in Fig. 6) represent the performance that can be achieved by a “dumb” tracker, defined as the best performing out of setting the bounding box: i) permanently in the image centre; ii) fixed permanently at the initialisation location in the first frame; iii) positioned randomly in each frame.

Sequences with high lower-limit should be completely avoided [39], since arbitrary (or “dumb”) tracking algorithms tested on those sequences could achieve similarly good performance. Trackers without scale adaptation are best evaluated on sequences with high red column heights in Fig. 6, since those sequences have a larger range of possible performance results, and the performance scores of trackers will primarily be linked to bounding-box centre errors, and not to the tracker’s capability for scale adaptation. Also, for those trackers without scale adaptation, comparing their results with respect to the maximum red column height is more objective and informative (compared to the 100% green column height). This is because no matter how accurate a tracker’s position is, its tracking performance cannot exceed the red column height (upper-limit). In contrast, trackers with scale adaptation are better tested on sequences with low red column heights, so that the scale adapting abilities of the tracker will significantly influence the overall tracking performance metric.

2) **Attributes statistics:** We first calculate the number of frames for each binary attribute, including background colour camouflage (BCC), background shape camouflage (BSC) and partial occlusion (PO), shown in Fig. 7. To avoid bias, the dataset should have a wide spread of attributes [20], shown as different colour sections in Fig. 7. It can be seen that less than half of the scenes have the attributes of BCC and BSC, but these attributes often last for many frames. In contrast, partial occlusion occurs in more scenes than BCC or BSC, but each instance lasts only for a smaller number of frames. This supports our assertion that all sequences should be per-frame annotated, since none of the annotated attributes last throughout any entire sequence. It is preferable to evaluate each tracker with respect to attributes annotated on a per-frame basis, for a more accurate and meaningful analysis.

For each sequence, we can also use the number of attributes per frame to evaluate the overall tracking difficulty. To appreciate how challenging our dataset is, as shown in Fig. 8, the majority of image frames in the dataset contain either one or two challenging attributes, and a few frames are extremely challenging (containing all binary attributes).

**Statistical** attributes, such as IV, DV, SV, CDV, DDV, SCC and SDC are computed from all frames in all sequences. For IV and DV, we compute the mean value of all pixels inside the bounding box in terms of intensity and depth. The differences of those values between successive frames are used to represent the respective statistical attributes.

For CDV and DDV, we use the colour or depth values of all the pixels inside the ground-truth bounding box to compute distributions, which are then compared to the respective distributions in the next frame. The Bhattacharyya coefficient between successive distributions defines the CDV or DDV values for each frame.

SCC and SDC are defined as the similarity (according to Bhattacharyya coefficient) between the distributions of pixel values (colour or depth respectively) within the target bounding box region, and within a ring-shaped “context” region which surrounds the target’s bounding box.

SV is defined as the scale change of the bounding box between successive frames. The changes of the target scale, between two consecutive frames, are normalized with respect to the absolute value of the bounding box scale in the first of the two frames.

Fig. 9 suggests that there is a good spread of different attributes, and each has a good spread of severities, over the frames of the dataset. These statistical attributes are useful to: 1) guide unbiased dataset construction; 2) provide functional
explanations of tracking failures; 3) help researchers choose optimal algorithm parameters for particular tracking conditions or applications.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have tested our RGB-D tracker on our new dataset using two (currently competing) state-of-the-art evaluation methodologies. The OTB methodology [44] runs each tracker throughout each sequence, without reinitialising trackers following any tracking failures (i.e., a tracker which fails early will be ranked far lower than a tracker which fails later in the same sequence). In contrast, the VOT [1] methodology automatically re-initialises the tracker (using the ground-truth position in the following frame) whenever a tracking failure is detected.

We present the results of comparing our RGB-D tracker against the top four ranked RGB-D trackers [34] from recent literature (Princeton RGBD dataset): PT tracker [34], DS-KCF tracker [6], improved DS-KCF* tracker (with shape adaptation) [12], and OAPF tracker [28]. The test results are presented for i) the entire dataset; ii) stationary vs. moving camera; iii) frames corresponding to different kinds of attributes. Note that the trackers are tested on a laptop with a single core Intel I7-3720QM 2.60 Hz CPU and 8GB RAM.

A. Qualitative evaluation

The performance of the proposed and the compared trackers, in a variety of severely challenging scenes, is illustrated in Fig. 10. In sequence Athlete, the target deforms significantly and the range of the target from the camera also changes dramatically during the sequence. This requires the tracker to be robust to both shape and depth variations. As shown in Fig. 10, all four comparison methods fail at various points in the sequence (by fixating on non-target people), while our proposed algorithm successfully tracks throughout.

In the Backpack sequence, a red backpack is camouflaged while moving near to a red garbage bin. Our proposed tracker tracks accurately and robustly throughout the sequence. In contrast, DS-KCF, DS-KCF* and PT fail by fixating on non-target objects. OAPF retains some overlap with the target object, while our proposed method successfully tracks throughout.

In the Face sequence, the tracked object is a human face which is partially occluded in various ways throughout the sequence. Again, our proposed tracker robustly and accurately tracks throughout, while all four comparison methods fail in various ways at various frames.

The sequence Trolley was captured in outdoors, where the quality of the images (especially the depth images) is affected by strong background illumination [2]. In the right-most frame of this sequence shown in Fig. 10, PT has erroneously flagged a false occlusion detection, while OAPF has erroneously fixated on the person’s legs instead of the trolley. DS-KCF and DS-KCF* successfully retain a track on the target object, but with somewhat less good accuracy than our tracker. Our proposed method tracks robustly and accurately throughout the sequence.

B. Quantitative evaluation

1) The effectiveness of the components of the proposed tracker: To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed tracking components, we first decompose the full algorithm into separate components and measure the sensitivity of the tracking performance with respect to some key parameters. First, we include in our testing our previous RGB tracker, CDT [47] to demonstrate the effectiveness of depth features. Then, we define a baseline tracker “G” which only uses global features (as proposed in this paper). The algorithm denoted as “G+λ*ST+GC” includes the proposed global spatio-temporal (ST) consistency constraints with local-colour (LC) feature, where λ is the key parameter defined in Eq. 1. “GC” represents the global-colour feature while “GD” denotes the global-depth feature. “G+λ*ST+LC+GD” represents the full algorithm with different parameter λ settings. The results are shown as trade-off curves, where the x-axis is the threshold of the overlap ratio and y-axis is the success ratio with respect to the defined overlap ratio. The area under curves (AUC) is given inside the figure legend in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 shows that CDT [47] performs better than the baseline tracker (G), which only uses the global features. Its better performance can be attributed to the local parts used in CDT. The trackers which use the global spatio-temporal (ST) consistency constraints and local features, i.e., LC, GC, GD, perform significantly better. The key parameter λ indeed affects tracking performance, but within an acceptable stable range.

2) Overall evaluation - OTB protocol: For evaluation following the OTB [44] protocol, there is no re-initialisation after tracking failures. Wu et al. [44] suggest to use area under curve (AUC) of either the overlap ratio, or centre-
error distance, for performance evaluation. The centre-error
measure (the distance between the tracker and the ground-truth
centroids) includes all frames throughout the entire sequence,
even after total tracking failure which may occur early in the
sequence. Čehovin at al. [8] argue that centre-error measures
are sensitive to subjective human bounding box annotation,
which can be significantly variable and a poor reflection of
the true tracking performance. Therefore, in this paper, we
compare each tracker in terms of the AUC of the bounding-
box overlap ratio (i.e., % overlap between the ground-truth
target bounding box and that estimated by the tracker).

Tab. II shows the AUC performance of each tracker. Our
proposed tracker clearly demonstrates the best overall per-
formance. It also shows the best performance within most of
the attribute sub-sets, i.e., SV, CDV, DDV, SDC, BCC,
BSC. DS-KCF* [12] ranks second overall, which improves
ranks third while OAPF ranks at the bottom according to the
OTB protocol. With the proposed model, our tracker (matlab
version) achieves quite competitive processing speed, shown
in Tab. II.

To gain a deeper understanding about how the target scale
affects the processing time, we further investigate the frame-
per-second (fps) with respect to the target scale, as shown in
Fig. 12. The x-axis represents the average scale of the target,
counted by the number of the pixels, in every sequence.
The y-axis is the corresponding fps. One can see that the
computational burden increases linearly with respect to the
target scale.

3) Overall evaluation - VOT protocol: The evaluation fol-
lowing the VOT protocol [1] is based on two independent
metrics: accuracy (overlap ratio between the tracker output
and the ground truth bounding boxes); and robustness, measured
by the frequency of complete tracking failures (when the
overlap ratio becomes zero). Whenever failures occur, the
tracker is automatically reinitialised (using the ground-truth
target position in the following frame) to continue tracking.

Failure rates and accuracy scores are shown in Tab. III. Our
proposed tracker ranks first in robustness, with competitive
accuracy, while DS-KCF* [12] ranks second in robustness.
Note that accuracy scores can be misleading. In VOT, since
ground truth is used to re-initialise trackers (with perfect
accuracy) following every tracking failure, less robust trackers
(many failures) are likely to exhibit artificially higher accuracy
scores. Therefore, the accuracy metric is only meaningful when
comparing trackers which have the same robustness score.
Our method’s robustness score significantly exceeds all others,
which means that it is not meaningful to compare our accuracy
against that of other methods. Nevertheless, even with our
greater robustness scores, our accuracy scores still consistently
outperform those of DS-KCF*, OAPF and are competitive
with those of DS-KCF and PT. Meanwhile, PT [34] exhibits
a very large number of total tracking failures (suggesting that
its comparatively high accuracy score is merely an artefact of
the post-failure re-initialisations as explained above).

4) Overall evaluation - OTB vs VOT: Our tracker con-
sistently performs best, on both OTB and VOT evaluation
protocols. Note that the performance of PT [34] changes
dramatically between protocols (worst in VOT but third in
OTB). This is because PT often loses the target but then suc-
cessfully re-captures it later, while VOT anyway re-initialises
all trackers immediately following failures. Note that in OTB,
success ratio can dramatically be affected by the sequential
positions of failures. If a tracker fails early in a sequence, it
will show a low success ratio, but if it fails late in a sequence,
it may show high success ratio. Therefore, recognising that
neither methodology is perfect, we have evaluated our tracker
using both VOT and OTB methodologies, and demonstrated
superior performance in both.

5) Test on Princeton dataset: In Sec. I-C we have already
discussed some of the problems with the RGB-D tracking
dataset PTB [34], however, since it has widely been used in the
RGB-D tracking community, we will, leaving the problematic
nature of the dataset aside, still test our tracker on this dataset.
In terms of target type, we achieve 65 (Princeton defined
evaluation score) on human category (better than OAPF), 67
on animal category (better than 3D-T), 74 on rigid target
(better than DS-KCF*). In terms of target size, movement,
occlusion and motion type, our performance is very compar-
able to DS-KCF. We achieve 68 on large target, 69 on small
target, 72 on slow target, 68 on fast target, 61 on occlusion,
80 on non-occlusion, 78 on passive motion type and 66 on
active motion type. Despite the aforementioned problems with
the dataset, our proposed tracker still achieves comparable
performance (overall better than DS-KCF c++ version). Note
that the other trackers, i.e., OAPF, DS-KCF, DS-KCF*, PT,
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Stationary</th>
<th>Moving</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>SV</th>
<th>CDV</th>
<th>DDV</th>
<th>SDC</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>BCC</th>
<th>BSC</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>Ips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS-KCF*</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>7.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT [34]</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS-KCF</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAPF [28]</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Moving</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>SV</th>
<th>CDV</th>
<th>DDV</th>
<th>SDC</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>BCC</th>
<th>BSC</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>Ips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS-KCF*</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT [34]</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAPF [28]</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel and strongly performing method for RGB-D target tracking, and also presented a new benchmark dataset. The proposed tracker incorporates a hierarchical two-layered target model, and exploits spatio-temporal consistency constraints of both colour and depth information. In the global layer, the algorithm exploits temporal consistency to adaptively fuse features for candidate region searching. The global candidate region is then split into a set of local candidate regions for robust matching to local target parts. Parts matching is robustified by considering both global feature statistics and contextual information. A spatial constraint is extracted from the depth context to accurately estimate an adaptive target depth interval, leading to an effective range-invariant model of the target’s depth data. For evaluation, we developed a new RGB-D benchmark dataset with per-frame annotated attributes and extensive bias analysis. Our tracker was evaluated using two different state-of-the-art methodologies [1], [44]. According to both evaluation methodologies, our tracker demonstrated superior performance over four currently top ranked, state-of-the-art RGB-D tracking methods.
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